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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis an investigation of voltage stability improvement for power systems with VSC-
HVDC has been demonstrated. This investigation has been made by controlling active power 
flow through VSC-HVDC. The present work is demonstrated by comparing the VSC-HVDC 
to decrease and increase of active power transmission through VSC-HVDC, where VSC-
HVDC is one such device that can be used to quickly supply reactive power if the voltage 
goes below a certain level.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background 

This thesis has been carried out at Corporate Research, ABB, Västerås. The thesis is about 
long-term voltage stability improvement for power systems with Voltage Source Converter 
High Voltage Direct Current (VSC-HVDC). The objective of the present work is to 
implement the control for long-term voltage stability improvement for a VSC-HVDC in the 
program Power System Simulation for Engineering (PSS/E). This program has been 
developed by the company Power Technologies, Inc. (PTI), and is a very useful calculation 
program for power systems.  
 
1.2 Problem Description 

A power system depends on stable and reliable control of active and reactive power to keep 
its integrity. Losing this control may lead to a system collapse. Voltage source converter 
(VSC) transmission system technology such as HVDC Light® has the advantage of being 
able to almost instantly change its working point within its capability and control active and 
reactive power independently. This can be used to support the grid with the best mixture of 
active and reactive power during stressed conditions. In many cases a mix of active and 
reactive power is the best solution compared to active or reactive power only. VSC 
transmission systems can therefore give added support to the grid [1].  
 
The objective of this thesis is to study long-term voltage stability improvement for power 
systems equipped with VSC-HVDC. The long-term voltage stability improvement study will 
be made by controlling active power flow through the VSC-HVDC. For some cases decrease 
of active power dcP   through the VSC-HVDC will improve the voltage stability and for some 
cases increase of active power dcP  through VSC-HVDC will improve the voltage stability.  
 
If the VSC-HVDC link is heavily loaded and the voltage drops, it may be desirable to 
decrease active power dcP  transfer through VSC-HVDC to increase reactive power injection 
into the bus to maintain the voltage. If the ac link is heavily loaded and the voltage drops, it 
may be desirable to increase active power dcP  transfer through the VSC-HVDC, because the 
reactive power losses in the ac lines decrease and thereby less reactive power compensation 
by the VSC-HVDC is needed. Therefore, the injection reactive power by VSC-HVDC 
decreases when the transmitted power is increasing. This results in raising the voltage. 
 
In order to access the impact of VSC-HVDC links on long-term voltage stability, a qualitative 
study will carry out by referring to the relevant material in the field. The present work will 
find suitable illustrative examples explaining the effectiveness of VSC-HVDC in voltage 
stability improvement. 
 
1.3 Outline of Thesis 

Chapter One: 
The aim of this chapter is to give the reader an introduction of the thesis by discussing the 
background and the problem description. 
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Chapter Two: 
This chapter gives theoretical background of voltage stability, VSC-HVDC and load 
modeling.   
 
Chapter Three: 
In this section the research approach for investigating the long-term voltage stability 
improvement is described. The active power control methods through VSC-HVDC link and 
the test power system are discussed. Furthermore, the dynamics of LTC (load tap changer) 
and VSC-HVDC is described.   
 
Chapter Four: 
In this chapter simulation result and analysis are discussed. Furthermore, analyses of the 
voltage stability improvement by decreasing and increasing active power through VSC-
HVDC are discussed by numerical examples. 
 
Chapter Five: 
Closure 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 Voltage Stability 

Voltage stability has the quality to recover the voltage in respective bus in power system to 
normal situations after fault appearances by the given initial point.  When the voltage in a 
power system uncontrollable sinks after that a fault has been appeared, this phenomenon is 
called voltage unstable.  Voltage instability normally occurs in heavily stressed systems. The 
main reason to instability is a failed replacement of wanted reactive power. An injection of 
reactive power to a bus would bring an expansion of the voltage in this bus and also a 
reduction of the reactive power would also bring a fall of the voltage in this bus [2]. 
 
Definitions. Voltage stability is a subset of overall power system stability. The definitions are 
from [3], and they are: 
 

• A power system at a given operating state is small-disturbance voltage stable if, 
following any small disturbance; voltages near loads are identical or close to the pre-
disturbance values. (Small-disturbance voltage stability corresponds to a related real 
part. For analysis, discontinuous models for tap changers may have to be replaced 
with equivalent continuous models.) 

• A power system at a given operating state and subject to a given disturbance is voltage 
stable if voltages near loads approach post-disturbance equilibrium values. The 
disturbance state is within the region of attraction of the stable post-disturbance 
equilibrium.  

• A power system at a given operation state and subject to a given disturbance 
undergoes voltage collapse it post-disturbance equilibrium voltages are below 
acceptable limits. Voltage collapse may be total (blackout) or partial.  

 
Some reality examples when voltage instability has been used to describe the reason for the 
blackouts; December 19, 1978, in France; December 27, 1983, in Sweden; July 23, 1987, in 
Tokyo; July 8, 1996, in Greek [4], September 28, 2003, in Sweden [5]. 
 
A criterion for voltage stability is if the voltage in the bus is rising at the same time as an 
injection of a reactive power is injected in this bus. 

0>
i

i

dU
dQ

     2.1 

A system is unstable as long as there is a bus in the system which makes the voltage to fall 
when an injection of a reactive power is injected in the same bus, that is to say (2.1) above is 
not fulfilled. 

 
The voltage stability can occur in many different ways.  In large and complex systems it is 
very difficult to analyze. Voltage stability phenomenon is easier understood by using basic 
simple power systems. The interest is to study the simple system to get a basic understanding; 
in the future, this knowledge can be used to analyze the complex system. 
 
The system in Figure 2.1 is a simple Single-Load-Infinite-Bus (SLIB) system [6].  
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Figure 2.1: Single-Load-Infinite-Bus System. 

 
This system describes an area where generated active power that can be transported to load 
area with long lines. In the figure the production area is named as a strong net and the load 
area is named as an equivalent load LS . The production area and the load area are 
interconnected with η identical parallel lines. The respective transmission lines are supposedly 
free of loss, that is to say that the lines are represented only by a series reactance x. The short-
circuit power for the load bus is given by:  

SSC =
UN

2

Xeq

(p.u), where Xeq =
x
η

(p.u)    2.2 

The system’s voltage stability is described whit short-circuit power SSC . When the short-
circuit power is low (normally depending on the high Xeq ) the system seems to be “weak” 
and it seems to be “strong” if the short-circuit is high. If the short-circuit is high and there is a 
change in the load, the change will result in a very small change of the voltage magnitude [6]. 

      
2.2 VSC-HVDC 

HVDC Light® is the most recent HVDC technology based on Voltage Source Converters 
(VSC) and extruded dc cables with power units up to 200 MW. The first VSC-HVDC 
transmission was built on March 10, 1997 between Hellsjön and Grängesberg in central 
Sweden by ABB. VSC-HVDC is a successful design for power transmission system for 
submarine cable, an underground cable or back-to-back transmission [7].  
 
Since then the first VSC-HVDC transmission has been built the VSC-HVDC have shown to 
be effective means to stabilize transmission systems with resulting higher energy transfer 
capability and reduced risk of line trips. This solution enables power grid owners to increase 
the existing transmission network capacity while improving the operating margins necessary 
for grid stability [8].  
 
The advantages of VSC-HVDC systems can be found in reference [1], and they are: 
 

• Voltage source converter (VSC) transmission system technology such as HVDC 
Light® has the advantage of instantly change its working point within its capability 
and control active and reactive power independently. 

 
• For a parallel case (ac line and dc transmission) where the VSC transmission system is 

connected in parallel with an ac system, the VSC transmission system can damp 
oscillations 2-3 times better than reactive shunt compensation. 
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• The benefits with a VSC transmission system during a grid restoration can be 
considerable since it can control voltage and stabilize frequency when active power is 
available in the remote end. 

 
• The frequency control is then not limited on the same way as a conventional lower 

plant where boiler dynamics may limit the operation during grid restoration.  
 
With the advantages above HVDC Light® is preferred to be used for a variety of transmission 
applications. 
  

2.2.1 Converter Topology 
VSC-HVDC converters include Insulated Gate Bipolar Transmission (IGTB’s) and operate 
with high frequency Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) in order to get high speed control of 
both active and reactive power, see Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. The reactive power in each 
terminal can even be controlled independent of the dc transmission voltage level. These 
control capacity techniques of VSC-HVDC gives the possibility to install converters 
anywhere in the ac system [7], [8]. 
 

 
Figure 2.2: Outlook of one side of a VSC-HVDC link. 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Single-phase ac voltage output for a two-level converter with PWM 
switching. 
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2.2.2 Active and Reactive Power Flow Control 
In Figure 2.4 shows an equivalent circuit diagram of one converter station of a VSC-HVDC 
link.  

 
Figure 2.4: Circuit diagram of a VSC-HVDC converter station. 

 
The converter station in Figure 2.4 consists of phase reactor, valves, filter bus and power 
transformers. The power at the filter bus between the converter reactor and ac filter is given 
by following equation: 
 

*
3 RFb IUjQPS =+=     2.3 

 
The active and reactive power between converter and filter bus for a lossless phase reactor are 
given by: 
 

  

reactorphase

CFF

reactorphase

CF

X
UUU

Q

X
UU

P

)cos(

sin

δ

δ

−
=

=

    2.4 

where, 
 

FU  is the filter bus voltage. 

CU  is the converter voltage. 
δ  is the phase angle difference between the filter bus voltage and converter voltage. 
 
By changing the phase angle difference δ  the control of active power flow by VSC-HVDC 
will be accomplished and also changing the voltage amplitude difference between the convert 
bus and filter bus the control of reactive power flow will be done. The converter’s voltage 
angle and amplitude can be changed by the effect of the converter’s PWM control. Thus, 
active and reactive power can be controlled independently [9]. 
 
Two control methods are possible to control reactive power flow [10]. The VSC-HVDC 
converter injects a predefined total reactive power (reactive power control). It is on the other 
hand possible to hold the voltage at the bus, connected the associated convert, constant (AC 
voltage control). The load flow calculation solves how much reactive power needs to be 
injected/absorbed by the converter to hold the bus voltage at the predefined value. 

Filter bus 
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2.2.3 Capability Chart 
The operating area of a VSC-HVDC link is defined by its capability chart. PQ- diagram has a 
capability chart which defines the valid operating points of a VSC- HVDC link. The 
following limits apply to a VSC-HVDC link [11]. 
 

• The maximum current through the IGBT’s gives the maximum MVA circle in the 
plane where the actual ac voltages and the current are multiplied. Therefore the MVA 
circle shrinks.  

 
• The maximum dc voltage level results in a maximum reactive arc in the power plane 

[12]. Injection of reactive power is dependent on the difference of the ac voltage the 
VSC converter can generate from the dc voltage and the actual ac voltage. If the 
difference is larger the more reactive power can be injected which is very useful for 
the stability for the power system surrounding the VSC-HVDC link. For example, if 
the ac voltage of the grid drops the more reactive power injections from the VSC 
converter can support the voltage of the grid.  

 
• The maximum current through the dc cable is the third limit which results is a 

maximum active power transferred through the link.   
 
Figure 2.5 shows the capability chart of the VSC-HVDC including the three limiting factors.  
 

 
Figure 2.5: Capability chart of VSC-HVDC. 

 
VSC-HVDC has the property to almost immediately take any operating point in the capability 
chart, because VSC-HVDC does not change the dc voltage polarity but changes the dc current 
direction [11].  
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The exchange of reactive power between the converter and the grid is determined by the 
upper and the lower voltage limit. Because these limits are included in the calculations, 
reactive power limits determined by the maximum dc voltage level are always fulfilled. 
 
2.3 Load Modelling 

2.3.1 Static Load 
The static load model is usually used for transient stability analysis. The model is used for 
describing static components in the shape of purely resistive load or as an estimated dynamic 
load component such a motor load. The static model describes even the characteristics of the 
load at any time as functions of the bus voltage magnitude and frequency at the same instant. 
The mathematic characteristic of this load is purely described by algebraic equations. Two of 
the most common load models are exponential and ZIP model. Both of them are used to 
represent the voltage dependency of loads [13]. 
 
In the exponential model are the active and reactive power given by: 
 

mq

L

L
LL

mp

L

L
LL U

U
QQ

U
U

PP ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

0
0

0
0 &    2.5 

 
where, LU  is the actual bus voltage magnitude, 0LU  is the nominal voltage, 0LP  and 0LQ  are 
the active and reactive powers at 0LU , mp and mq are the voltage exponents representing the 
parameters of this model. 
 

• If 0== mqmp , the load is called constant power (P) characteristic. 
• If 1== mqmp , the load is called constant current (I) characteristic. 
• If 2== mqmp  the load is called constant impedance (Z) characteristic. 

 
In the ZIP-model are the active and reactive power given by: 
 

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤
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⎢
⎣
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⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
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⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
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⎣
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⎠
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⎝

⎛
+⎟⎟

⎠
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⎝

⎛
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L
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L
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L
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L
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U
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U
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2
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2

0
0

2

0

2
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  2.6 

 
This model is composed of constant power, constant current, and constant impedance 
components. The parameters pk  and qk  define the fraction of each component, and the 
following relation is used 1=++=++ qpqiqzpppipz kkkkkk . 
 
In case where both the load frequency and voltage dependency are studied, then a more 
general representation on the static loads is needed, see equation 2.7.   
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where, 

kpD  and 
kqD  are damping constants, and 0fff −=Δ  is the bus frequency deviation 

(f is the actual frequency of the bus and 0f  is the nominal frequency of the bus). If the 
algebraic expression is studying which represent the exponential and ZIP-model observes that 
them form the derivatives of the general model in which 

12121 =++++=++++ qqqpqiqzpppppipz kkkkkkkkkk . 
  
2.4 Modelling of Load Tap Changer 

The most involved equipments in voltage instability are load tap changers (LTC), 
thermostatically-controlled loads and generator reactive power limiters with slow dynamics. 
The mechanic for voltage instability will be shown below by using a LTC.  
 
The load is connected to the transmission system via an LTC as shown in Figure 2.6. 

Figure 2.6: Load tap-changer in a SLIB system. 

 
Transformers with tap-changing facilities constitute an important means to control voltage 
throughout the system at all voltage levels. In Figure 2.6 the LTC control the voltage at the 
load by changing the variable n. It is normal to connect the tap-changer on the high voltage 
side because the current on this side is lower. In equation (2.8) below the relation between LU  
and U  is given. 

n
UU L=      2.8 

Normally the dynamic of an LTC is described by a discrete tap-changing logic. In this 
analysis a continuous tap-changing model is applied as:  

maxmin00 ),(1)(1 nnnU
n

U
T

UU
T

n L ≤≤−=−=&   2.9 

where T is a time constant, and 0U  is the reference voltage. 
 
In Figure 2.6 the LTC is ideal, i.e. the transformer impedance is neglected. An LTC has a 
typical range of %10± . In this study it is assumed that the LTC is unlimited [6]. 

LLL jQPS +=    1:n  

η parallel lines 
U  

Infinite 
Bus 

0∠LU  LU  
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3 RESEARCH APPROACH   
In chapter 2 active and reactive power flow control, capability chart of VSC-HVDC and the 
impact of reactive power injection on voltage stability have been discussed. There are two 
controllers which have been used in investigating long-term voltage stability. One controller 
is for decreasing the active power flow through the VSC-HVDC and the other controller is for 
increasing the active power flow through the VSC-HVDC.  
 
3.1 Decrease of Active Power Control 

Decrease of active power controller is shown in Figure 3.1. This control is changing 
successively by steps of 25 MW to find the amount of active power dcP  which improves the 
terminal voltage optimally. This change of active power dcP  will be activated after that a 
disturbance has occurred in the power system with a delay of 10 seconds. For example, 
assume that a fault is occurring at 50s, and then the active power controller will be activated 
at 60 seconds. 

 
Figure 3.1: Reduce of active power through VSC-HVDC. 

 
3.2 Increase of Active Power Control 

Increase of active power controller is shown in Figure 3.2. The idea for this controller is the 
same as for reduce active power controller above, but instead of decreasing the active power, 

dcP , it will increase it by steps of 25 MW through the VSC-HVDC link.  
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Figure 3.2: Increase of active power through VSC-HVDC. 

 

3.3 Modulation Index for VSC 

There is a modulation index between the ac voltage and the dc voltage. The exchange of 
reactive power between the converter and the ac grid depends on the converter voltage 
relative to the ac grid voltage. The converter voltage needs to be varied between the upper and 
the lower converter voltage limit to vary reactive power. For a two-level converter topology 
using sinusoidal PWM, upper and lower voltage limits are given by the modulation index am  
given by [15]: 
 

 

4
π

d

peakC
a

U

U
m =      3.1 

      
where, CU  and dU  defined as in Figure 2.4 above. 

The maximum modulation index is 0.86 and the minimum modulation index is 0.77 [14]. 

 

3.4 Tap-Changer Control 

The dynamic of an ideal tap-changer has been described in section 2.4. The representation of 
the tap changer in Figure 4.1 is based on ESTLINK [16] design with some modifications.  An 
increase of the tap-changer position means increase of the winding of the ratio resulting in 
increase filter bus voltage. The basic principle is to control the tap-changer to maintain the 
modulation index within the steady state range (0.77< am <0.862) [16]. In the ESTLINK 
design the lower modulation index limit is a function of the active power. For P < 0.87 the 
modulation index is 77.0min, =am  and for P >0.87 the modulation index is min,am = 0.838. 
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One modification was done from the ESTLINK design of the tap-changer control in order to 
resolve hunting tap-changer during under voltage conditions. The condition to raise the tap-
changer when the filter bus voltage is low was contradicting the condition to lower the tap-
changer when maximum modulation index was exceeded. In the original design a hysteresis 
of one tap-changer step was used, which was not sufficient. When the tap-changer is stepped 

to increase the filter bus voltage, the modulation index increases a factor STEPTC _4
∗

π
. 

Consequently to avoid hunting the hysteresis should be in the order of STEPTC _45.1 ∗
π

. 

In the Figure 3.3 below the response from the tap-changer control for a case of voltage 
collapse is shown for the original and modified hysteresis, respectively [16]. 

 
Figure 3.3: The response from the tap-changer control for a case of voltage collapse is 
shown for the original and modified hysteresis. “This figure is taken from [16] 
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because it has the same characteristic as the tap-changer which is used in the 
research in section 4”.  

The default settings for the tap-changer are given in the table below: 
 

Minimum modulation limit 0.77 
Maximum modulation limit 0.862 
Filter Voltage low limit  0.923 
Filter Voltage high limit  1.0512 
TC_STEP   0.015s (Defined by load flow set up) 

Table 3.1: Tap-changer settings. 

The tap-changer model also includes a delay between consecutive steps of 5 seconds and 
prevents the tap-changer from stepping outside the transformer ratio limits as defined in the 
load flow set up [16]. The tap-changer is getting active 0.015s after that the filter voltage is 
lower than 0.923 pu and higher than 1.0512 pu. 
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4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The main purpose of this section is to give results and analyse the long-term voltage stability 
improvement by decreasing or increasing active power dcP  transmission through the VSC-
HVDC. Investigation of voltage stability improvement will be made by comparing VSC-
HVDC (without controllers in section 3.1 and 3.2) with VSC-HVDC equipped with the 
control systems in section 3. The comparison will be made by studying; active acP  and 
reactive acQ  power flow through the ac line, active power flow through the dc line dcP , 
reactive power injection into bus 3 injQ  and terminal voltage.  
 
In section 4.3 simulations for a heavily loaded dc link will be demonstrated and in section 4.4 
simulations for a lightly loaded dc link will be demonstrated. A more detailed description of 
how decrease and increase active power dcP  impacts on power system will be made in 
scenario 1 and 4. Scenario 2 and 3 will illustrate that the conclusions in scenario 1 still 
remains for more heavily loaded power systems and scenario 5 and 6 will illustrate that the 
conclusions in scenario 4 still remains for heavily loaded power systems.  
 
4.1 Simulation Scenarios 

All scenarios are made for illustrate the effectiveness of VSC-HVDC in long-term voltage 
stability improvement by decreasing or increasing active power flow through VSC-HVDC for 
different load levels. 
 
A more detailed explanation of the disturbance with different load levels, and pre-fault dc 
power follows: 
 

• Disturbance: One ac line is tripped at 50 seconds. 
• Scenario 1: The total load is 450 MW, 100 Mvar and Pre-fault dc active power flow 

MW300=dcP . 
• Scenario 2: The total load is 550 MW, 100 Mvar and Pre-fault dc active power flow 

MW300=dcP . 
• Scenario 3: The total load is 650 MW, 100 Mvar and Pre-fault dc active power flow 

MW300=dcP . 
• Scenario 4: The total load is 450 MW, 100 Mvar and Pre-fault dc active power flow 

MW150=dcP . 
• Scenario 5: The total load is 550 MW, 100 Mvar and Pre-fault dc active power flow 

MW150=dcP . 
• Scenario 6: The total load is 650 MW, 100 Mvar and Pre-fault dc active power flow 

MW150=dcP . 
 
The disturbance will be simulated for all load levels. In all load levels the initial condition of 
the voltage at all busses is close to 1 (p.u). For studying the impact of decrease of active 
power on voltage stability the pre-fault active power flow through VSC-HVDC link is 
300MW, and for studying increase of active power through VSC-HVDC the pre-fault active 
power flow through VSC-HVDC link is 150MW. 
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4.2 Test Power System 

The simple power system shown in Figure 4.1 is used to study the voltage stability 
improvement for power systems with VSC-HVDC. This power system is chosen because it is 
a very simple power system and makes easier to understand the phenomenon. The power 
system consists of: an infinite bus, one transformer, two ac lines, one VSC-HVDC line, one 
Load Tap Changers (LTC) and a load. The load is exponential voltage dependent load. The 
active and reactive components of the loads have constant current and constant impedance 
characteristics, respectively, see section 2.3.1 for detail. The losses of the converter stations 
are assumed to be constant.  

 
Figure 4.1: Test Power System model. 

 
shB  is a shunt capacitor which helps to keep the voltage 3U  around 1 pu for different load 

levels. Rated voltages are:  
 

kV4002 =U   kV4003 =U
 kV1304 =U   km220=l     

 
The parameters of the lines in per unit on 100MVA, 400kV base are: 
 

pur 007.0=   puxL 08125.0=  pubC 3828.3=   
  
The used VSC-HVDC model in Figure 4.1 is M5 model of ABB’s HVDC Light® with power 
rating 373 MVA. All these values can be found in [14]. 
 
4.3 Simulations for Heavily loaded VSC-HVDC 

In this section a heavily loaded VSC-HVDC link is studied. However, to make it clear for the 
reader that this controller gives an improvement in long-term voltage stability are both 
increase and decrease of active power controller studied. The controller which is used for all 
scenarios in this section is shown in Figure 4.2.  

  1:n  

44 θ∠U  
0' ∠qE  33 θ∠U  

VSC-HVDC  

Infinite 
Bus 

LLL jQPS +=  

22 θ∠U  
  LTC l  

shB  
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Figure 4.2: Delta active power through VSC-HVDC. 

 

4.3.1 Scenario 1 
After that the disturbance has been occurred in the test power system the most affected bus in 
voltage stability is bus 3. Figure 4.3 shows the voltage at bus 3. From this figure it can be seen 
that decrease of active power flow through VSC-HVDC has an improvement in voltage 
stability compared to original VSC-HVDC (without controllers in section 3.1 and 3.2) and 
increase of active power flow through VSC-HVDC. Observing Figure 4.3 in the interval 100-
200s the dynamic due to LTC can be seen. Furthermore, active power flow dcP  through VSC-
HVDC is shown in Figure 4.4. Studying Figure 4.3 it can be seen that the voltage is at the best 
level (closest to 1 pu) for decrease of active power controller, and between 400-600s gives the 
best voltage value for this controller. Studying Figure 4.4 in this range (400-600s) a decrease 
of 50 MW active power dcP  through VSC-HVDC gives the optimal reactive power injQ  
injection into bus 3 from the converter to support the voltage.  
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Figure 4.3: Voltage at bus 3 for decrease active power. 

 
Figure 4.4: Active power flow through VSC-HVDC. 
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Studying active power flow dcP  through VSC-HVDC which is show in Figure 4.4 and 
reactive power injection injQ  into bus 3 which is show in Figure 4.5, the more decrease of 
active power flow dcP  through VSC-HVDC the more reactive power injection injQ  into bus 3. 
Furthermore, there is a limit of reactive power injection injQ  into bus 3 because the converter 
cannot produce more reactive power, since the valve current hits the limit. This limit is around 
270 Mvar. Note that in Figure 4.4 the increase of active power controller does not work as it 
should because the current has reached its limit and the active power cannot be increased. 
Consequently, the converter is not able to support the terminal voltage either. Furthermore, 
why is not the active power transfer dcP  through the VSC-HVDC at the same level as before 
the fault? Observing equation (2.5) it can be observed that the active power is proportional to 
the bus voltage. Since the voltage at bus 3 is not at the same value after the disturbance the 
transmitted power dcP  cannot be the same level as before the fault.  

 
Figure 4.5: Injected reactive power into bus 3 from converter. 

 
Active acP  and reactive acQ  power flow through the ac line is shown in Figure 4.6-Figure 4.8. 
The active power acP  has negative sign because this power direction is from bus 2 to bus 3, 
see Figure 4.1. Note that, for time<50s in Figure 4.6 shows only the power flow through one 
ac line and for time>50s the power flow for all ac transmission because there is only one ac 
line left when time>50s.   
 
For time>50s the ac line has to carry more active power flow acP  for decrease of active power 
through VSC-HVDC. Furthermore, from Figure 4.3 it can be seen that the voltage at bus 3 is 
decreasing for more decrease than 50 MW active power dcP  because the ac line is getting 
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stressed. Why? Since the system load is the same, reduction in active power dcP  trough VSC-
HVDC transmission system will call upon the ac line to carry more active power acP . Since ac 
system is stressed, the ac system will require more reactive power to be able to transfer 
additional active power and support the voltage [17]. VSC-HVDC cannot produce as much as 
required. 

 
Figure 4.6: ac active power flow from bus 3 to bus 2. 
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Figure 4.7: ac reactive power flow from bus 2 to bus 3. Note, when the t=0s it can be 
seen a ripple on the line. This should not happen, since there is not any disturbance in 
the power system. This might be a numerical problem in the simulation program. 

 
Figure 4.8: ac reactive power flow from bus 3 to bus 2. 
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It has been discussed above that for this scenario the optimal delta active power is 50 MW 

dcdelP . Further, comparison between original VSC-HVDC and decrease of active power can 
be made. In Figure 4.9 shows the optimal delta active power step ( MWdelPdc 50= ) through 
VSC-HVDC and in Figure 4.10 shows the voltage at bus 3. Studying this figure the voltage 
drops rapidly at 50s until the tap-changer is active. The tap-changer is getting active 0.015s 
after that the voltage is below 0.923. Furthermore, it can be observed that decrease of active 
power has improved the voltage at bus 3 and both cases in Figure 4.10 are stable voltages 
since they are in the range 1 ± 0.05 pu.  

 
Figure 4.9: Optimal delta active power through VSC-HVDC. 
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Figure 4.10: Voltage at bus 3 for optimal delta active power. 

 

4.3.2 Scenario 2 
The idea of this scenario is to show that there is still an improvement in voltage stability for 
more heavily loaded power systems by controlling active power transmission through VSC-
HVDC. In Figure 4.11 shows the voltage at bus 3 and it can clearly be observed an 
improvement in long-term voltage stability for decrease of active power dcP  through VSC-
HVDC. Even for this scenario the best voltage level is in the range 400-600s.  
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Figure 4.11: Voltage at bus 3 for decrease active power. 

 
Active power transmission through dcP VSC-HVDC link is shown in Figure 4.12. The optimal 
decrease of active power dcP  is in the same range as for scenario 1, i.e. 50 MW. 
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Figure 4.12: Active power flow through VSC-HVDC. 

 
Figure 4.9 shows the optimal delta active power dcdelP  step through VSC-HVDC which 
improves the voltage at bus 3 optimally. A comparison between original VSC-HVDC 
(without controllers in section 3.1 and 3.2) and decrease of active power is made in Figure 
4.13. Studying this figure it can be seen that decrease of active power still supports the 
voltage at bus 3 and only the decrease of active power controller in Figure 4.13 gives a stable 
voltage since this is in the range 1 ± 0.05 pu. 
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Figure 4.13: Voltage at bus 3 for optimal delta active power. 

 

4.3.3 Scenario 3 
The idea in this scenario is to show that there is still an improvement in voltage stability for 
more heavily loaded power systems by controlling active power dcP  transmission through 
VSC-HVDC. In Figure 4.14 shows the voltage at bus 3 and it can clearly be observed an 
improvement in voltage stability for decrease of active power through VSC-HVDC. Studying 
Figure 4.14 the voltage drops rapidly after 1400 seconds. Since system load is the same, 
reduction in active power dcP  trough VSC-HVDC transmission system will call upon the AC 
lines to carry more active power acP . Since ac system is stressed, the ac system will require 
more reactive power to be able to transfer additional active power and support the voltage at 
operating value. Furthermore, in Figure 4.14 it can be seen that the voltage at bus 3 for 
original VSC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC with increase of active power is chattering. This 
behaviour has not been studied in detail in the research and a conclusion about it cannot be 
drawn. 
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Figure 4.14: Voltage at bus 3 for decrease active power. 

 
Active power dcP  transmission through VSC-HVDC link is shown in Figure 4.15. The 
optimal decrease of active power is in the same value as for scenario 1, i.e. 50 MW. 
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Figure 4.15: Active power flow through VSC-HVDC. 

 
Figure 4.9 shows the optimal delta active power dcdelP  step through VSC-HVDC which 
improves the voltage at bus 3 optimally. A comparison between original VSC-HVDC 
(without controllers in section 3.1 and 3.2) and decrease of active power is made in Figure 
4.16. Studying this figure it can be seen that decrease of active power allows the VSC-HVDC 
to support the voltage at bus 3 and only the decrease of active power controller in Figure 4.16 
gives a stable voltage since this is in the range 1 ± 0.05 pu.  
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Figure 4.16: Voltage at bus 3 for optimal delta active power. 

 
4.4 Simulations for Lightly loaded VSC-HVDC 

A lightly loaded VSC-HVDC link is studied in this section. To make it clear for the reader 
that this controller gives an improvement in voltage stability are both increase and decrease of 
active power controller studied. The power flow control which is used for all scenarios in this 
section is shown in Figure 4.17.  
 
Once again, in scenario 4 a detailed study of increase active power through VSC-HVDC on 
voltage stability improvement will be given. In following two scenarios only the variables dcP  
and the voltage at bus 3 (U ) will be analyzed. 
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Figure 4.17: Delta active power through VSC-HVDC. 

 

4.4.1 Scenario 4 
After the disturbance has occurred in the test power system the most affected bus in voltage 
stability is bus 3. Figure 4.18 shows the voltage at this bus. From this figure it can be 
observed that increase of active power flow dcP  through VSC-HVDC has an improvement in 
voltage stability compared to original VSC-HVDC and decrease of active power flow through 
VSC-HVDC. Furthermore, active power flow dcP  through VSC-HVDC is shown in Figure 
4.19. Comparing these figures, an increase of 100 MW dcP  through VSC-HVDC gives the 
optimal voltage value (closest to 1 p.u). Observing increase of active power curve in Figure 
4.18 for the time > 1200s the voltage drops rapidly, i.e. to an unstable level. Thus, the more 
increase of active power dcP  on the dc link the VSC has less space to generate reactive power 
and cannot match up the required need of reactive power. Furthermore, in Figure 4.19 it can 
be seen that there is a maximum active power dcP  transmission through VSC-HVDC for 
increase of active power through VSC-HVDC which is around 275 MW for this load level. 
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Figure 4.18: Voltage at bus 3 for increase active power. 

 
Figure 4.19: Active power flow through VSC-HVDC. 
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Studying active power flow dcP  through VSC-HVDC which is show in Figure 4.19 and 
reactive power injection injQ  into bus 3 which is show in Figure 4.20, the more increase of 
active power flow dcP  through VSC-HVDC the less reactive power injection into bus 3.  

 
Figure 4.20: Injected reactive power into bus 3 from converter. 

 
The optimal delta active power dcdelP  for this scenario is 100 MW. Further, comparison 
between original VSC-HVDC (without controllers in section 3.1 and 3.2) and increase of 
active power can be made. Figure 4.21 shows the optimal delta active power step through 
VSC-HVDC and Figure 4.22 shows the voltage at bus 3. Studying this figure it can be 
observed that increase of active power dcP  has made a small improvement in voltage at bus 3 
and both cases in Figure 4.22 are stable voltages since they are in the range 1 ± 0.05 pu.  
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Figure 4.21: Optimal delta active power through VSC-HVDC. 

 
Figure 4.22: Voltage at bus 3 for optimal delta active power. 
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4.4.2 Scenario 5 
The idea of this scenario is to show that there is still an improvement in voltage stability for 
more heavily loaded power systems by increasing active power dcP  transmission through 
VSC-HVDC. In Figure 4.23 shows the voltage at bus 3 and it can clearly be observed an 
improvement in voltage stability for increase of active power dcP  through VSC-HVDC.  

 
Figure 4.23: Voltage at bus 3 for increase active power. 

 
Active power transmission through VSC-HVDC link is shown in Figure 4.24 and the optimal 
increase of active power is the same as for scenario 4, i.e. 100 MW. 
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Figure 4.24: Active power flow through VSC-HVDC. 

 
Figure 4.21 shows the optimal delta active power dcdelP  step through VSC-HVDC which 
improves the voltage at bus 3 optimally. A comparison between original VSC-HVDC 
(without controllers in section 3.1 and 3.2) and increase of active power is made in Figure 
4.25. Studying this figure it can be seen that increase of active power still supports the voltage 
at bus 3. Both cases in Figure 4.25 are stable voltages since they are in the range 1 ± 0.05 pu.  
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Figure 4.25: Voltage at bus 3 for optimal delta active power. 

 

4.4.3 Scenario 6 
In this scenario the idea is to show that there is still an improvement in voltage stability for 
more heavily loaded power systems by controlling active power dcP  transmission through 
VSC-HVDC. Figure 4.26 shows the voltage at bus 3 and it can clearly be observed an 
improvement in voltage stability for increase of active power dcP  through VSC-HVDC. 
Studying Figure 4.28 the voltage drops rapidly after 1000 seconds. Since system load is the 
same, increase of active power trough VSC-HVDC transmission results in decrease of 
reactive power production from the converter which results in the voltage drop. Furthermore, 
in this figure it can be seen that the voltage at bus 3 for VSC-HVDC with increase of active 
power is chattering. Ones again, this behaviour has not been studied in detail in the research 
and a conclusion about it cannot be drawn. 
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Figure 4.26: Voltage at bus 3 for increase active power. 

 
Active power transmission through VSC-HVDC link is shown in Figure 4.27. The optimal 
increase of active power is in the same as the other scenarios, i.e. 100 MW. 
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Figure 4.27: Active power flow through VSC-HVDC. 

 
Figure 4.21 shows the optimal delta active power dcdelP  step through VSC-HVDC which 
improves the voltage at bus 3 optimally. A comparison between original VSC-HVDC 
(without controllers in section 3.1 and 3.2) and decrease of active power is made in Figure 
4.28. Studying this figure it can be observed that increase of active power initially supports 
the voltage at bus 3 for this scenario, but with a higher deviation compared to the other 
scenarios.  
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Figure 4.28: Voltage at bus 3 for optimal delta active power. Notice, the original VSC-
HVDC is simulated in the interval 0-500s.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 
 

5.1 Conclusions 

The goal of the thesis was to investigate voltage stability improvement for power systems 
equipped with VSC-HVDC links by decreasing and increasing active power flow through 
VSC-HVDC. In section 4 simulation results and simulation scenarios for different load levels 
have been discussed. To clarify the voltage stability improvement a comparison between 
decrease and increase of active power transmission through VSC-HVDC has been made. The 
following conclusions can be drawn for voltage stability improvement when the power system 
is equipped with VSC-HVDC. 
 
If the VSC-HVDC link is heavily loaded (scenario 1-3) and a disturbance (an AC line is 
tripped) occurs in the power system, a decrease of dc power allows the VSC-HVDC to 
support the voltage. When the VSC-HVDC link is heavily loaded, the VSC has less available 
capacity to generate reactive power, see Figure 2.1. Since the disturbance decreases the 
voltage at bus 3 there is a need of reactive power injection into this bus to increase the 
voltage. In equation (2.1) it has been shown that the voltage at the bus is raising at the same 
time as an injection of a reactive power is appearing in the bus.  
 
Following conclusions can be drawn for scenario 1-3: 
 

• Decrease of active power flow through VSC-HVDC improves the voltage stability, 
since decrease of dc power allows the injection of more reactive power into the bus 
and support the voltage. 

 
• Decrease of 50 MW active power ( dcP =250MW) flow through VSC-HVDC link gives 

the optimal power level to support the voltage for the simple power system in Figure 
4.1. 

 
If the dc link is lightly loaded (scenario 4-6) and a disturbance (an ac line is tripped) occurs in 
the power system, an increase of dc power allows the VSC-HVDC to support the voltage. 
Since the remaining ac line has to transmit more active power acP  the transmission system 
gets to be stressed. Thus, the ac system will require more reactive power to be able to transfer 
additional active power and support the voltage, see equation (2.2). By increasing the active 
power flow dcP  through the VSC-HVDC the ac line has to transmit a lesser amount of active 
power acP  and there is less consumption of reactive power. 
 
Following conclusions can be drawn for scenario 4-6: 
 

• For scenario 4 it has been shown that increase of active power flow through VSC-
HVDC gives the best voltage level (close to 1 p.u). 

  
• If the ac link is heavily loaded (scenario 5 and 6) increase of active power transfer 

through the VSC-HVDC gives an improvement in voltage, because an increase of 
active power through VSC-HVDC decreases reactive power need in the ac lines and 
thereby less reactive power compensation by the VSC-HVDC is needed.  
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• It has been shown in scenarios 4-5 that increase of 100 MW active power 

( dcP =250MW) flow through VSC-HVDC link gives the optimal level to support the 
voltage for the simple power system in Figure 4.1. 

 
5.2 Future work 

The thesis has proposed active power control through VSC-HVDC to improve voltage 
stability on power systems. Based on those results achieved, it would be of interest to study 
following subjects in future: 
 

• Same investigation could be made on a complex power system, for example, on the 
well known power system in reference [18]. 

 
• Build a controller which automatically could reduce active power flow through VSC-

HVDC. 
  
• Make investigation for more disturbances.  

 
• The chattering phenomenon in scenario 3 and 6 should be studied in detail. This 

behaviour should be investigated since the LTC or VSC or both might cause the 
chattering. There is an idea behind this phenomenon but it has to be proved. The idea 
is: When voltage suddenly drops, dcP  decreases. If dcP  decreases there is some room 
for producing Q, which makes the voltage increase. The PI‐Controller which controls 
the dcP  makes dcP  to increase to keep the desired dcP  through the HVDC. Then dcP  
increases and there is less room, again, for Q injection, then Q decreases and so does 
the voltage and so on. 
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